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This pamphlet is intended as reference for builders
and other parties who intend to erect and use equipment hired or purchased from Safe High-Ts Aust
Pty Ltd. More comprehensive information can be
found in the Occupational Health & Safety [Plant]
Regulations appropriate to your state and the latest
issue Australian Standard “Guidelines for Scaffolding” AS/NZS4576. These documents contain the
legal requirements for persons using and erecting
Modular Frame Scaffold equipment, and at all times
take precedence over this pamphlet.
A properly constructed Modular Frame Scaffold System
offers the best possible work environment for people
working at heights. People erecting Modular Frame
Scaffold Systems must be appropriately trained and
supervised.

Safe High-Ts Aust Pty Ltd therefore recommends that
all Modular Frames Scaffolds are erected by persons
holding a certificate of competency, however:

•

•

•

•
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For Modular Frames Scaffold with a working
platform height of 4 meters or less, any
physically sound person may erect.
For Modular Frame Scaffolds where a person or
object can fall more than 4 meters the person
erecting the Scaffold must have a certificate of
competency.
As some Modular Frames Scaffold components
are heavy the physical capabilities of persons
[erectors] erecting the equipment should always
be taken into consideration.
A minimum number of 2 people are required to
erect a Modular Frame Scaffold safely up to the
height of 6 meters. Above 6 meters a crew size of
3 is recommended.
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ELEVATION - 6 BAYS LONG

PLAN VIEW - 5 X 220 MM BOARDS
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Who can erect Modular Frame
Scaffold Equipment?

675 kg
450 kg
225 kg

Heavy Duty
Medium Duty
Light Duty

200 kg
150 kg
100 kg

Maximum weight of any
concentrated load of any
Materials (as apart of the
total load.

Ground conditions and the supporting structure must be checked in
Accordance with AS/NZS 1576.1 and AS/NZS 4576.
April 2003

Maximum total load
for materials and
people per platform
per bay
DUTY Specification
AS/NZS 1576.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR WORKING PLATFORMS
Maximum working platform height 45 Meters

1000 mm
900 mm
450 mm

Minumum
platform
width

* TIE POSITIONS-the minimum requirement is for a positive
Tie every forth bay and every second lift. If additional working
Platforms are required, or the Modular Framing is to be
contained with shade cloth or similar, it may need to be
increased. A qualified person should be consulted.

Three light duty working platforms in any one (1) bay

One medium duty working platform in any one (1) bay

Modular Framing with a TWL height up to 45 meters may
Use ONE heavy duty working platform in any one (1) bay.

This area represents six bays of Modular Frame one lift high
This area represents one bay of Modular Frame 4 frames high
This area represents one bay of Modular Framing one lift high

This information is intended as a guide only. Further advice may be found in AS/NZS 4576, Guidelines for Scaffolding.

For site specific information, consult the scaffold supplier, designer or manufacturer.

First published July 2002 , Revised April 2003.

A lift is the vertical distance
between two transoms.
The maximum lift is two meters

END VIEW

SAFE WORKING LOAD CHART AND INFORMATION FOR MODULAR FRAME SYSTEM COMPLYING WITH AS/NZS 1576.3.
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Access Trapdoor

Coupler Information

The correct placement of supportive ties are critical to ensuring the
stability of any scaffold, and consequently the safety of persons using it.
Work should not proceed on the scaffold until the supportive ties
are secured in the correct position .
Refer to Safe Working Load Chart.
Safe High-Ts Australia has two types of couplers available.
One coupler is a pressed steel design and
is exclusively for the 42.7 mm O.D tube size.
PRESSED STEEL COUPLERS SHOULD ONLY BE USED FOR TIE PURPOSES.

We make available 42.7 mm Drop Forged 90 degree & swivel couplers
These can be used for all application.
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Increasing Modular Frame Height.

7

Install kick boards to working platform.

8

Place a closing frame onto the end bay Modular Frame,
This closes of and guards the bay end, secure with
spring lock pins.

9

A horizontal frame is required to be installed every 3 lifts
of bays, if captive steel boards are not used.

10

When in place the horizontal frame is locked, with the
locks on each end of this frame.

Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

Modular frame
system

1

Start by placing a sole board on the ground , ensuring that
it will bear load evenly along its full length.

2

Place an adjustable screw jack on the middle of sole
board , the required distance from building.

3

Measure 1219mm {width of frame} from the center of 1st
screw jack. Then place the 2nd sole board and screw jack.

4

Lift a Modular Frame onto the screw jacks.
Frame size shown 1700 x 1219mm.

5

While one person holds the Modular Frame upright ,the
second person fits a cross brace to the locking pins.

6

Ensure the cross brace ends are locked to frames correctly
before proceeding. (Lock pins must be vertical to be
locked.)

Conclusion
The occupational Health and Safety Act {Plant Regulations}
legally govern the use and erection of Modular Frame Scaffold equipment. The process requires a certain level of
expertise and knowledge. Safe High-Ts Aust. Pty. Ltd.
employs a highly trained team of professionals. As a valued
customer you are encouraged to contact us whenever you
require advice regarding the correct use of our products.
Please contact one of our sales staff on,
Ph {03} 5277 0422 Fax {03} 5277 0433.
12 Surrey Street, Nth Geelong, 3215.
Victoria, Australia.
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Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

Increasing Modular Frames Height.

Modular frame
system

7

Fit the second cross brace to the opposite side of the
Modular Frame.

1

Start by installing 2 join pins in to the bottom of the
Modular Frame.

8

Now the assembly can be gently placed down.

2

Secure join pins using a spring lock pin,
repeat step 1 and 2 for the second Modular Frame.

9

Place a 3rd sole board and screw jack 1830mm from the
center of the 1st screw jack. Keep the same required
distance from the building.

3

Place Modular Frame into the top of the lower frame.
Secure against dislodgement and uplift by installing
spring lock pins.

10

Now place the 4th sole board and screw jack 1219mm at
right angles to 3rd screw jack. {width of frame}

4

Install the second Modular Frame into the lower frame.
Fit spring lock pins to secure join pins.

11

Place another Modular Frame onto screw jacks 3 & 4.

5

Fit 2 cross braces to Modular Frames ensure lock pins are
securing braces.

12

Fit the cross braces to the Modular Frame, check that all
lock pins are locked properly. The bay will stand on its
own.

6

If this level is to be used as a working platform install
guard-rails on the lower pins.
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Joining Frames at different angles.

3

4

5

6

7

Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

13

Place a metal floor board onto the frames.
Adjust till level, by moving a frame up or down evenly
with the screw jacks.

14

Place spirit level on top of the Modular Frame transom
and adjust screw jacks till the frames are level.
Adjust both frames.

15

You have now erected one bay of the Modular frame
System. Make sure the bay is parallel to the building and
is square, adjust if required.

Lift a Modular Frame onto the screw jacks.
And secure frame with 2 couplers and ensure the frame
is parallel with other frames.

Fit cross braces to the Modular Frame, make sure they
have been locked correctly. Place 2 more sole boards and
screw jacks , 1,830 mm away from Modular Frame.

Fit another Modular Frame onto screw jacks and fit cross
braces on lock pins. Check that bay is at right angles to
other bays.

16

The working platform is created by placing 5 approved
captive metal boards on the Modular Frame transom
Support

16a

At this stage a ladder access can be created . Using A
Ladder access floor

Place a metal board onto frames and check level, adjust if
required. Then fill bay with captive metal boards

Complete bay by installing Guard-rail posts, hand rails
and captive metal boards (kick boards).

17
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Access can be gained by placing a ladder into the ladder
access floor. Fix Ladder see step 21.
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Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

18

Before climbing onto access bay, prepare 4 corner
guard-rail posts. Fit kickboard clamp to post and secure
them so they doesn’t slide.

19

Fit guard-rail posts to the 4 corners of the Modular Frame
Unit, secure them using spring lock pins.

20

Now fit top and mid-rails to all open sides of platforms.

21

The ladder should now be secured , use 4 x 90’ Pressed
steel or forged couplers, fit 2 to corner posts, secure a
brace pipe and use 2 couplings to hold ladder in place.

Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

24

Modular frame
system

Modular frame bay with access trapdoor is now
completed. Repeat steps 7 to 23 as many times as
required to set out the required length of your Modular
framed system.

Joining Frames at different angles.

22

23

1

Start by fitting two 90’ couplers and brace pipe between
frames. Pipe must be level and secure.

2

Place 2 sole boards and screw jacks below the brace pipe,
measure 1219mm apart.

Insert the appropriate size captive steel board to form a
kick board underneath all handrails.

Lower the kick board locks into place to secure kick
board. Tighten screws on the guard-rail posts.
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Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

18

Before climbing onto access bay, prepare 4 corner
guard-rail posts. Fit kickboard clamp to post and secure
them so they doesn’t slide.

19

Fit guard-rail posts to the 4 corners of the Modular Frame
Unit, secure them using spring lock pins.

20

Now fit top and mid-rails to all open sides of platforms.

21

The ladder should now be secured , use 4 x 90’ Pressed
steel or forged couplers, fit 2 to corner posts, secure a
brace pipe and use 2 couplings to hold ladder in place.

Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

24

Modular frame
system

Modular frame bay with access trapdoor is now
completed. Repeat steps 7 to 23 as many times as
required to set out the required length of your Modular
framed system.

Joining Frames at different angles.

22

23

1

Start by fitting two 90’ couplers and brace pipe between
frames. Pipe must be level and secure.

2

Place 2 sole boards and screw jacks below the brace pipe,
measure 1219mm apart.

Insert the appropriate size captive steel board to form a
kick board underneath all handrails.

Lower the kick board locks into place to secure kick
board. Tighten screws on the guard-rail posts.
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Joining Frames at different angles.

3

4

5

6

7

Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

13

Place a metal floor board onto the frames.
Adjust till level, by moving a frame up or down evenly
with the screw jacks.

14

Place spirit level on top of the Modular Frame transom
and adjust screw jacks till the frames are level.
Adjust both frames.

15

You have now erected one bay of the Modular frame
System. Make sure the bay is parallel to the building and
is square, adjust if required.

Lift a Modular Frame onto the screw jacks.
And secure frame with 2 couplers and ensure the frame
is parallel with other frames.

Fit cross braces to the Modular Frame, make sure they
have been locked correctly. Place 2 more sole boards and
screw jacks , 1,830 mm away from Modular Frame.

Fit another Modular Frame onto screw jacks and fit cross
braces on lock pins. Check that bay is at right angles to
other bays.

16

The working platform is created by placing 5 approved
captive metal boards on the Modular Frame transom
Support

16a

At this stage a ladder access can be created . Using A
Ladder access floor

Place a metal board onto frames and check level, adjust if
required. Then fill bay with captive metal boards

Complete bay by installing Guard-rail posts, hand rails
and captive metal boards (kick boards).

17
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Access can be gained by placing a ladder into the ladder
access floor. Fix Ladder see step 21.
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Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

Increasing Modular Frames Height.

Modular frame
system

7

Fit the second cross brace to the opposite side of the
Modular Frame.

1

Start by installing 2 join pins in to the bottom of the
Modular Frame.

8

Now the assembly can be gently placed down.

2

Secure join pins using a spring lock pin,
repeat step 1 and 2 for the second Modular Frame.

9

Place a 3rd sole board and screw jack 1830mm from the
center of the 1st screw jack. Keep the same required
distance from the building.

3

Place Modular Frame into the top of the lower frame.
Secure against dislodgement and uplift by installing
spring lock pins.

10

Now place the 4th sole board and screw jack 1219mm at
right angles to 3rd screw jack. {width of frame}

4

Install the second Modular Frame into the lower frame.
Fit spring lock pins to secure join pins.

11

Place another Modular Frame onto screw jacks 3 & 4.

5

Fit 2 cross braces to Modular Frames ensure lock pins are
securing braces.

12

Fit the cross braces to the Modular Frame, check that all
lock pins are locked properly. The bay will stand on its
own.

6

If this level is to be used as a working platform install
guard-rails on the lower pins.
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Increasing Modular Frame Height.

7

Install kick boards to working platform.

8

Place a closing frame onto the end bay Modular Frame,
This closes of and guards the bay end, secure with
spring lock pins.

9

A horizontal frame is required to be installed every 3 lifts
of bays, if captive steel boards are not used.

10

When in place the horizontal frame is locked, with the
locks on each end of this frame.

Assembling a Modular Frame Base.

Modular frame
system

1

Start by placing a sole board on the ground , ensuring that
it will bear load evenly along its full length.

2

Place an adjustable screw jack on the middle of sole
board , the required distance from building.

3

Measure 1219mm {width of frame} from the center of 1st
screw jack. Then place the 2nd sole board and screw jack.

4

Lift a Modular Frame onto the screw jacks.
Frame size shown 1700 x 1219mm.

5

While one person holds the Modular Frame upright ,the
second person fits a cross brace to the locking pins.

6

Ensure the cross brace ends are locked to frames correctly
before proceeding. (Lock pins must be vertical to be
locked.)

Conclusion
The occupational Health and Safety Act {Plant Regulations}
legally govern the use and erection of Modular Frame Scaffold equipment. The process requires a certain level of
expertise and knowledge. Safe High-Ts Aust. Pty. Ltd.
employs a highly trained team of professionals. As a valued
customer you are encouraged to contact us whenever you
require advice regarding the correct use of our products.
Please contact one of our sales staff on,
Ph {03} 5277 0422 Fax {03} 5277 0433.
12 Surrey Street, Nth Geelong, 3215.
Victoria, Australia.
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Coupler Information

The correct placement of supportive ties are critical to ensuring the
stability of any scaffold, and consequently the safety of persons using it.
Work should not proceed on the scaffold until the supportive ties
are secured in the correct position .
Refer to Safe Working Load Chart.
Safe High-Ts Australia has two types of couplers available.
One coupler is a pressed steel design and
is exclusively for the 42.7 mm O.D tube size.
PRESSED STEEL COUPLERS SHOULD ONLY BE USED FOR TIE PURPOSES.

We make available 42.7 mm Drop Forged 90 degree & swivel couplers
These can be used for all application.
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Modular Frame Components
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Access Trapdoor

This pamphlet is intended as reference for builders
and other parties who intend to erect and use equipment hired or purchased from Safe High-Ts Aust
Pty Ltd. More comprehensive information can be
found in the Occupational Health & Safety [Plant]
Regulations appropriate to your state and the latest
issue Australian Standard “Guidelines for Scaffolding” AS/NZS4576. These documents contain the
legal requirements for persons using and erecting
Modular Frame Scaffold equipment, and at all times
take precedence over this pamphlet.
A properly constructed Modular Frame Scaffold System
offers the best possible work environment for people
working at heights. People erecting Modular Frame
Scaffold Systems must be appropriately trained and
supervised.

Safe High-Ts Aust Pty Ltd therefore recommends that
all Modular Frames Scaffolds are erected by persons
holding a certificate of competency, however:

•

•

•

•
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For Modular Frames Scaffold with a working
platform height of 4 meters or less, any
physically sound person may erect.
For Modular Frame Scaffolds where a person or
object can fall more than 4 meters the person
erecting the Scaffold must have a certificate of
competency.
As some Modular Frames Scaffold components
are heavy the physical capabilities of persons
[erectors] erecting the equipment should always
be taken into consideration.
A minimum number of 2 people are required to
erect a Modular Frame Scaffold safely up to the
height of 6 meters. Above 6 meters a crew size of
3 is recommended.
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Who can erect Modular Frame
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Maximum weight of any
concentrated load of any
Materials (as apart of the
total load.

Ground conditions and the supporting structure must be checked in
Accordance with AS/NZS 1576.1 and AS/NZS 4576.
April 2003

Maximum total load
for materials and
people per platform
per bay
DUTY Specification
AS/NZS 1576.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR WORKING PLATFORMS
Maximum working platform height 45 Meters

1000 mm
900 mm
450 mm

Minumum
platform
width

* TIE POSITIONS-the minimum requirement is for a positive
Tie every forth bay and every second lift. If additional working
Platforms are required, or the Modular Framing is to be
contained with shade cloth or similar, it may need to be
increased. A qualified person should be consulted.

Three light duty working platforms in any one (1) bay

One medium duty working platform in any one (1) bay

Modular Framing with a TWL height up to 45 meters may
Use ONE heavy duty working platform in any one (1) bay.

This area represents six bays of Modular Frame one lift high
This area represents one bay of Modular Frame 4 frames high
This area represents one bay of Modular Framing one lift high

This information is intended as a guide only. Further advice may be found in AS/NZS 4576, Guidelines for Scaffolding.

For site specific information, consult the scaffold supplier, designer or manufacturer.

First published July 2002 , Revised April 2003.

A lift is the vertical distance
between two transoms.
The maximum lift is two meters
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